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Schelling Point
“solution that people tend to use in the 
absence of communication because it seems 
natural, special, or relevant to them”



➔ Non-transferable

➔ Have to present
the bad with the 
good (short of 
scraping entire 
wallet - starting 
over)

SBT wallet



➔ Proof of 
personhood/Sybil 
resistance tool

➔ Curated list, if dispute 
over eligibility -> Kleros 
dispute



“I certify that I am a real human, and that I am 
not already registered in this registry.’”



“I am a human 
not already on 
the registry”

Deposit:

Pending 
submissions:



“I am a human 
not already on 
the registry”

Deposit:

Pending 
submissions:

Jury

Deposit:



“Video attached is a 
recording of myself 
saying the sentence 
‘I want to remove 
my own submission 
from the Proof of 
Humanity registry.’”



SBT wallet

addr 1

addr 1



SBT wallet

addr 1

addr 1

addr 2
I want to remove my 
own submission. 
Resubmit with addr2.



“         is an expert 
in Subject X”

‘s SBT wallet

in X



“I am an expert 
in Subject X”

Deposit:

Pending 
submissions:

‘s SBT wallet

in X



Effects of using 
proof-of-personhood 
and SBTs on attack 

resistance



Jury selection without proof-of-personhood

Jury:

45% 20% 10% 5%5%5%10%
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Jury selection without proof-of-personhood

Jury:

45% 20% 10% 5%5%5%10%



Jury selection without proof-of-personhood

Jury:

45% 20% 10% 5%5%5%

45% chance 
of another

55% chance 
of someone else

42.5% overall 
chance of getting 

>= 2          ‘s

10%



Security 
Model

No participant 
controls more 
than 50% of 

stake

Jury selection without proof-of-personhood



Quadratic Funding

Suppose participants                contribute 

Then project p receives a grant of :

respectively to project p 
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Contribution

0

0

0

0

0

Proposal: Give           a grant 

1

Total Subsidy: 

Quadratic Funding with secure proof-of-personhood

0



Contribution

0

0

0

0

0

Proposal: Give           a grant 

1/N with each 
of N profiles

Total Subsidy: 

Quadratic Funding without (secure) proof-of-personhood

0



Quadratic Funding

Security 
Model

Proof-of-
personhood 

protocol 
secure



45% 20% 10% 5%5%5%10% 10%

Jury:

Jury selection with secure proof-of-personhood



45% 20% 10% 5%5%5%10% 10%

Jury:

Jury selection with secure proof-of-personhood



36% 18% 18% 9%9%9%

Jury:

Jury selection with secure proof-of-personhood



36% 18% 18% 9%9%9%

Jury:

Jury selection with secure proof-of-personhood



29% 29% 14% 14%14%

Jury:

Jury selection with secure proof-of-personhood



Jury selection with secure proof-of-personhood

29% 29% 14% 14%14%

Jury:

0% overall chance of 
getting >= 2          ‘s



Jury selection with insecure proof-of-personhood

45% 20% 10% 5%5%5%10% 10%

Jury:



Jury selection with insecure proof-of-personhood

45% 20% 10% 5%5%5%10% 10%

Jury:



Jury selection with insecure proof-of-personhood

45% 20% 10% 5%5%5%10% 10%

Jury:



Jury selection with insecure proof-of-personhood

56% 13% 13% 6%6%6%

Jury:



Jury selection with insecure proof-of-personhood

56% 13% 13% 6%6%6%

Jury: 56% chance 
of another

44% chance 
of someone else

< 52% overall chance 
of getting >= 2          ‘s



Jury selection with proof-of-personhood

Security 
Model

Proof-of-personhood 
protocol secure

OR
No participant controls 

more x% of stake* 

*x depends on number of jury spots, distribution of other stakers - in example 
threshold for       having 50% chance of getting 2 pots is x=44%



Weighting by SBTs

POAP!



Offset Match

POAP!

(from Decentralized Society: Finding Web3’s Soul. Weyl, Ohlhaver, Buterin)

Then solve for         
such that

For each pair of 
participants i,k define:



Offset Weighting

POAP!

s      ,      =1/2 

Example:

ɑ      =1/4

ɑ      =1

ɑ      =0

ɑ      =1/4

ɑ      =1/4

ɑ      =1/4



Offset Weighting - philosophy

GOAL:  Solve for A such that



Offset Weighting - philosophy

1 to K1  K1+1 to K2  K2+1 to K



Offset Weighting - calculation issues

➔ solution for           doesn’t always exist, if exists may not 
be unique

➔ May produce negative           ‘s 

➔ Handles how much weight given to group reasonably 
well… but not necessarily naturally distributed to 
individuals. Tendency of offset match to give participants 
with a superset of SBTs zero weight



Quadratic Funding with Offset Match

Suppose participants                 contribute 

Then project p receives a grant of :

respectively to project p 



Juror selection with Offset Weighting

POAP!

Unweighted 
Stakes

Weighted
Stakes

ɑ      =1/4

ɑ      =1

ɑ      =0

ɑ      =1/4

ɑ      =1/4

ɑ       =1/4

40% 10% 20% 20% 5% 5%

36% 36% 0% 18% 5% 5%



Expert in X

Expert in Y

Expert in X

Expert in X

Juror selection with Offset Weighting



Weighting by SBTs

Security 
Model - 

Questions 
to Ask

➔ What happens if attacker 
breaks distribution of an 
SBT?

➔ Are participants 
incentivized to keep SBTs 
on same address or split 
them up?



Result:     .                   
takes almost all

 weight from
         group

Weighting by SBTs -             is broken

        only SBT that 
defines group

POAP!

N profiles 
each with



Weighting by SBTs -             is broken

            makes N
profiles with     

       can’t copy others

            one of K SBTs 
that characterizes

a cluster



            makes N
profiles with     

       can’t copy others

Result (under
offset match):    .     
still takes almost 
all weight from

          group

            one of K SBTs 
that characterizes

a cluster

Weighting by SBTs -             is broken



Other weighting schemes?

Other idea?: 

Related to eigenvector 
centrality/Pagerank 

algorithm

Find with



➔ Ideas developed around 
weighting QF contributions by 
SBTs also relevant in juror 
selection, maybe other 
applications

➔ Proof-of-personhood protocols 
natural substrate for types of 
social recovery, in some cases 
distribution of SBTs

Conclusions



Conclusions

➔ Moving from:
purely economic 
◆ economic + 

proof-of-personhood
◆ economic + 

proof-of-personhood + SBTs
can have subtle effects on security
model

➔ Questions relevant to security 
models of systems using SBTs - 
what happens if a single SBT 
broken? Do users have an 
incentive to split SBTs over 
different wallets?
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SBT wallet

addr 1


